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Abstract
The problem of a spacecraft tracking a desired
trajectory is defined and addressed using adaptive
feedback control. The control law, which has
the form of a sixth-order dynamic compensator,
does not require knowledge of the inertia of the
spacecraft. A Lyapunov argument is used to show
that tracking is achieved globally. A simple spin
about the intermediate principal axis and a coning
motion are commanded to illustrate the control
algorithm. Finally, periodic commands are used to
identify the inert ia matrix of the spacecraft.
I. Introduction
The present generation of spacecraft require atti-
tude control systems that provide rapid acquisition,
tracking and pointing capabilities, while the equa-
tions that govern large angle maneuvers are coupled
and nonlinear. As such, control system design must
consider the nonlinear dynamics. Furthermore, since
the mass properties of the spacecraft may be uncer-
tain or may change due to fuel usage and articu-
lation, it is necessary for the control system to be
able to adapt changes in mass distribution. In this
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paper, we present a feedback control algorithm that
achieves large angle tracking of velocity and attitude
commands in spite of inertia uncertainty. Further-
more, we show how this tracking algorithm can be
used to identify the spacecraft inertia matrix.
Many open-loop control strategies have been de-
veloped for large angle maneuvers1'2. However these
open-loop schemes are generally sensitive to space-
craft parameter uncertainties, unexpected distur-
bances and initial attitude rates. In Refs. 3 and
4, global reorientation is achieved using body-fixed
actuators without knowledge of the inertia of the
spacecraft. The algorithms are based on decreasing
the energy of the spacecraft until the desired orien-
tation is achieved.
The attitude tracking problem has been consid-
ered in Ref. 5 using a locally convergent adaptive
algorithm while adaptive feedback linearization is
used in Ref. 6 to achieve tracking. However, the
method of Ref. 6 requires measurements of the ori-
entation and angular velocity of the spacecraft as
well as angular acceleration. An adaptive tracking
scheme has been developed that is globally valid ex-
cept for a singularity7. A switching maneuver is used
to avoid the singularity.
In the present paper, a spacecraft driven by reac-
tion jets is commanded to track a desired trajectory
using feedback control. The control algorithm re-
quires no knowledge of the spacecraft inertia and re-
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quires measurements of the orientation and angular
velocity of the spacecraft. However, measurements
of the angular acceleration are not required. The
control law is globally valid, that is, free of singular-
ities and has the form of a sixth-order dynamic com-
pensator. The algorithm is adaptive in the sense of
Ref. 8, p. 1 since it contains adjustable parameters
and a mechanism for adjusting these parameters. Fi-
nally, the control algorithm is shown to be able to
identify the spacecraft inertia matrix using a class
of periodic commands.
We illustrate the tracking algorithm by command-
ing the spacecraft to perform a simple spin about its
intermediate principal axis with the axis required
to point in a given inertial direction. While the
algorithm requires three torque inputs, we require
no knowledge of the inertia except for the direction
of the intermediate principal axis in the body frame.
The problem of stabilizing a spacecraft about an
intermediate principal axis without inertial pointing
has been studied. For instance, in Refs. 9 and 10
the maneuver is performed using a single control
torque. Next, a coning motion is commanded using
the tracking algorithm. Finally, identification of
the spacecraft inertia matrix is illustrated using a
periodic command.
II. Equations of Motion
The spacecraft is modeled as a rigid body with ac-
tuators that provide body-fixed torques about three
mutually perpendicular axes that define a body
frame G with axes XQ, YB and ZQ. For each axis this
assumption can be realized by employing a pair of
actuators to produce equal and opposite forces per-
pendicular to the line joining the actuators. Note
that the center of mass of the spacecraft does not
need to be known. For i > 0, the equations of mo-
tion of the spacecraft are given by
JQ = -nx jfi + u, (1)
(2)
(3)
where fi = Q(t) £ 3t3 is the inertial angular velocity




is the constant positive-definite inertia matrix of the
spacecraft, both expressed in B, u = u(t) € 5R3 is
the vector of control torques, (e,() = (e(i),((<)) 6
9?3 x -R are the Euler parameters11 representing the
orientation of B with respect to an inertial frame I
satisfying the constraint
and (') denotes the derivative with respect to time





The rotation matrix B = B(e,C) € S0(3) relating B
to 2 is given by
where /3X3 is the 3 x 3 identity matrix. We assume
that (e, () and hence B are known for all time t > 0.
However, J is assumed to be unknown.
Let the desired rotational motion of the spacecraft
be described by the attitude motion of a frame T>
whose orientation with respect to X is specified by
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the E u l e r parameters (<!;,/*) =
satisfying
sfT* + Ai3 = l. (4)
Le'l :D = D((.,n) € S0(3) be the corresponding ro-
tation ma t r ix given by
and let v — u(t) € cHJ3 denote the angular velocity of
V w i th respect to I and expressed in T> by
Let the t ime der ivat ive of v be denoted by i> — i/(t) €
3i3. Then i> is given by
i> = 2(^£ - jj£) - 2(JX^. (7)
Let ( r . 7 ? ) = (s(0,';(0) 6 S3 x 3? be the Euler
parameters representing the orientation of frame B
w i t h respect to T). Then (r, 77) satisfy
£T£ + , » = ! . (8)
The Eule r parameters (r,;;) are related to (£,p) and





The corresponding rotation matr ix C = C(£,TI) £
50(3) is given by
C = (I,2 - -Tc)/3x3 + 2«T - 2r,£x ( 11 )
and is related to 5 and D by
C=BDr. (12)
The angular velocity w = w(i) £ -R3 of S with re-
spect to T> and expressed in 5 is then
We assume tha t the desired maneuver is specified
in terms of (£, / i) . which are assumed to be C' func-
tions, and that measurements of 0 and the a t t i t ude
of B w i th respect to I are available. Using (5), (6)
and (7) the quantities i/, u and D can be computed
from (£,/ ')• Furthermore, since ( f ,C) and B can be
calculated from the measurements of the attitude of
B, it follows that C, i, and r; can be determined
using (9), (10) and (12). The angular velocity w
is then determined using (13). The following prob-
lem expresses the requirement that the at t i tude and
angular velocity of frames B and T) should coincide
asymptotically.
Tracking Problem: Let £ : (0,oo) -> -ft3 and p :
(0,oo) — D? be given C2 Euler parameters satisfying
(4) for all t > 0. Find a dynamic feedback control
law of the form




= n - o. (13)
such that C — /3x3 and w — 0 as t — oo.
Note that the a t t i t u d e convergence condition C —
^3x3 does not necessarily i m p l y the angular velocity
convergence condition v — 0.
Using (S) and ( 1 1 ) it follows that s — 0 if and
only if C — /3x3- Hence the tracking problem is
solved if and only if w — 0 and c — 0. Rewri t ing
(1), (2) and (3) in terms of w, c and r? we obtain
, T / X ^~» /^* . M i , / 1 £ \
i = I (5*0, + ̂ ), (17)
"7 = -^T". ( IS)
These equations describe the motion of the space-
craft wi th respect to V. We observe that the
t rack ing problem has been converted into an
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asymptotic s t ab i l i za t ion problem for w and z in
(16), ( I T ) and ( IS) .
:III. Adaptive Control Law
In this section, we present a feedback control law
that asymptotically tracks a desired maneuver and
thus satisfies the requirements of the tracking prob-
lem. The control law is global in the sense that
asymptotic tracking is achieved for arbitrary init ial
conditions.
We observe that the inertia parameters J,-j, where
i, j = 1, 2, 3, appear linearly in equation (16). To
isolate these parameters, we define a linear operator
L : ft3 — 3?3x6 acting on a = [ai a2 a3]T by
L ( a ) = .
ai 0 0 0 03 ao
0 03 0 03 0 a\






Equat ion (16) can now be rewr i t t en in the form
Ju = F(u,C, i>,i>)a+ «, (20)
where F : 5?3 x DJ3x3 x Df3 x D?3 — IR3x6 is defined
by
(21)
Theorem 1: Assume that v and i> are bounded
and let /{, £ 3>:3x3, K2 € <R3x3 and Q £ DJ6x6 be
positive definite. Then the control law
+ G(*.r,ij)]T[u + / M f f ] , (22)
U = -[F(w.C,l/» + C(w,£ ,^) ]Q
-(AVM + /3X3K- AV-", (23)
where G : ft3 x ft3 x SR — JR3x6 is defined by
(24)
and F is given by (21), solves the tracking problem.
Furthermore, a is bounded for all t > 0 and a — 0
as t — * oo.
Proof: Define a, 7 and j3 by
a — w + 7\i
7 = / ? - ! ,




Using (16), (17), (18), (22) and (23) we obtain the
13-dimensional system
. i \ / r.- \i /on\+ 1)(<7 — I\\£)\ , (^9)
>-A-,s), (30)
" \ i i f / M / T 1 \
where // : 3f3 x 3^3 x 3? x 3f3 x 3?3 — Dt3x6 is defined
by
A
A-/ : 5R3 x 3J3 x 3? — Df 3 x 6 is defined by
M(ff,e,j) = G ( f f - I \ i e , e , i + l), (33)
and it is given by the feedback law
_ r / f f. ' fJ\ (*). \\
where h : 3f3 x ̂  x f t x Of3 x SR3 x 3J6 — 9f3 is defined
by
h(a,e,:f,i>,p,(3) = -K-,cr - i - (H(a,i,:(, i>,p)
+ M(a,l,i)](a-p). (35)
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It is observed that equations (28) - (31) are nonau-
tonomous due to the presence of v and i> . Un-
der (34), we note that the origin [crr ?T 7T /?T] =
[ 0 0 0 0 ] is an equi l ib r ium solution of the system (28)
Next, we show that under the control law (34),
a — • 0 and € — » 0 as t — » oo for arbitrary in i t i a l
conditions. To do this, consider the positive-definite
candidate Lyapunov function V : 9?3 x -ft3 x 3J3 x
ft6 — ft defined by
V ( a , € , - f , p ) = ^ ( f f ' T J a + f3rQp)+£T£ + T. (36)
Note that V is independent of time and is radially
unbounded. The total time derivative of V along
the trajectories of the system is given by
+ Q/?j - aTAV - £TA'i£.
Using (31) we obtain the simplified expression
V(<7,£,-/,0) = -ff'TKicr-£rKl£, (37)
which shows that V is negative semi-definite
and not an expl ic i t funct ion of time. Since
V'(cr(0,-'(0-7(0-0(0) < V(<r(0),£(0),7(0), /?(0))
for all t > 0 and since V is radially unbounded,
it follows that a, £, 7 and /? are bounded. Since
by assumption v and v are bounded and since a is
constant it follows that H(cr, £,7, is, i>), M(a, £ ,7) ,
/ i ( < 7 , c , 7, f, i/,/?) and d are bounded. The total t ime
der ivat ive of V along the trajectories of the system
is given by
V(ff,£,7,/?,0 = -2o-TA%7~1 [H(ff,s,j, i/, i>)Ta
+ /i(/?, tr, £,7, ^, i>)
+ (7 +
Since <r, £, 7, /?, H(cr,;,-f, is, is), M ( a , z , - ( ) and
h(a,£,-f,i/,i>,P) are bounded and a is constant, it
follows that !/(o-(0, £(0-7(0-0(0-0 is bounded for
all t > 0. Using Theorem 5.4 of Ref. 8 we conclude
that cr —• 0 and £ — 0. Furthermore, since v and i/
are bounded by assumption and a —» 0 and £ —• 0 it
follows from (31) that 0 — 0 and thus d —> 0.
Because cr —» 0 and £ —• 0, it follows from (25)
that u -> 0. Hence we conclude that (22) and (23)
solves the tracking problem. Q
The system (28) - (31) has two equi l ib r ium
points, namely [aT £T jr /?T] = [ 0 0 0 0 ] and
[crT £T 7T /?T] = (00 - 2 0], both of which cor-
respond to the same orientation. The equil ibrium
point [<TT £T 7T /?T] = [0 0 0 0] is stabilized using
the control law (22) and (23).
We observe that the control law (22) and (23) is
global in the sense that , for arbitrary initial condi-
tions, w —• 0 and £ — 0 as t —• co which ensures that
tracking is achieved asymptotically. The control law-
given by (23) is a sixth-order dynamic compensator.
It is noted that the control law requires knowledge
only of ijj, £ and r/ and not of the inertia of the space-
craft.
The control law (22) and (23) is adaptive in the
sense of Ref. 8, p. 1. The state d represents ad-
justable parameters that , under certain conditions
(see Section IV), converges to Q. Equation (22) rep-
resents the mechanism for adjusting these parame-
ters. The state d is consequently termed the adap-
tive parameter. Although the time derivative of the
adaptive parameter converges to zero as I —• oo, d
does not necessarily converge.
We now consider the convergence of d for periodic
command signals.
Theorem 2: Assume that v is periodic and
define W : [0, co) — ft3x6 by
1 r / ' / i \ \ i (4\^ F f (4\\ (<\Q\
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Under the control law given by (22) and (23), a —
Q — [\ : H-'(0-\ = 0 for a" < > 0} as J — co.
Proof: With a, 7 and /? defined by (25), (26) and
(27), respectively, we obtain the difFerential equa-
tions (28) - (31), where H and M are defined by
(32) and (33), respectively, and u = h(a, s, j, u, i/, /?),
where h is defined by (35). Note that since v is pe-
riodic and differentiable, v is periodic.
Consider the candidate Lyapunov function V de-
fined by (36). Now V is Cl, positive defini te, and
radially unbounded, and V along the trajectories of
the system is given by (37).
Let x = [CTT £T 7T £T]T and E0 = {x : V(x) =
Q}. Let x(t;x0,t0) denote the solution of the sys-
tem (28) - (31) at time t > tQ where x(t0;x0,t0) =
x0. Let L = {(x,f) € EQ x [0,co) : x(t;x,i) 6
EQ for all t > 1} and N = {x(t;x,t) : ( x , t ) € L,t >
i}. Note that N C E0. Using (8), (26) and (28) -
(31) it follows that N is given by
ff = {(*,£, 7,0) = "• = 0,£ = 0,7 6 {-2,0}, 06 G1},
where G = [\ : H'(<),Y = 0 for all t > 0}. It now
fol l lows from Theorem 2.8 of Ref. 12 that a — a —> G.
a
The fol lowing corollary of Theorem 2 considers the
special case in which v is constant.
Corollary 1: Assume that u is constant. Under
the control law given by (22) and (23), or — Q —- (\ :
v*L(v)x = 0} as t — co.
Proof: Since u is constant, Theorem 2 implies
tha t Q - d — (x : "* L(i/)x = 0}. D
We now consider the case in which u represents a
constant spin about one of the pr incipal axes which
is equivalent to v* L(i/)a = 0. For such a command
it is desirable that the control law satisfy u —* 0 as
t —» co. The following result shows that the control
law (22) and (23) has this property.
Corollary 2: Assume that V is constant and
satisfies i/x L(v)a = 0. Then, under the control law
given by (22) and (23), u — 0 as t — co.
Proof: Under the control law given by (22)
and (23), w — 0 and c — 0 which implies
that u 4- i /xL(i/)d — 0 as t —- co. Since
i/xL(«/)a = 0, it follows from Corollary 1 that
Q — {K : v*L(v)K = 0}. It thus follows that « — 0
as t —• co. O
IV. Inertia Matrix Identification
In this section, we present a method for ident i fying
the spacecraft inert ia matrix. We first use Corollary
1 to identify the off-diagonal terms Ju,v/23 and J y i .
Proposition 1: Let u be constant. If i> =
[0 v-> 0]T where i>? ^ 0 then, under the control law
(22) and (23), d^ — CM and 05 —• as as I —• co.
Furthermore, if i> = [0 0 ^3]T where 1/3 ^ 0 then,
under the control law (22) and (23), Q^ — 04 and
05 — QJ as t — co.
Proof: From Corollary 1, under the control law
(22) and (23), Q - d — {x : vxL(v)x = 0}. Now




It thus follows that v*L(v)x = 0 if and only if
X4 = 0 and xs = 0 where x = [Xi Xi Xs X* Xs ,Xs]T-
Thus a^ — 04 and dg —» Q« as t —> co. If











It follows that a.} — a.i and 05 —• 05 as t —> co. O
Hence the off-diagonal terms J \ T , J\z and J?j can
be identif ied by per forming two constant tracking
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maneuvers . ' We now consider periodic maneuvers
for iden t i fy ing the entire inert ia matrix.
Proposition 2: Let v be periodic and let W(t)
be given by (38). Furthermore, let 0 < t\ < <2 <
. . . < tn and suppose that
rank = 6. (39)
Then, under the control law (22) and (23), a -* a.
Proof: From Theorem 2 it follows that a — a —
(X : W(t)x = 0 for all t > 0}. However it follows
from (39) that {x : W(t)x = 0 for all t > 0} = {0}.
Hence a —* a. D
There are many signals that satisfy the conditions
of Proposition 2. Consider, for example, the periodic
signal
sin2i sin3/]T. (40)
Then wi th *i
1" W(Q)
[ ir( ;r /2)











































is -64, it fol-
Hence under the control law (22) and (23), a —> or.
Thus the inert ia matrix can be identified using a
single periodic command signal.
V. Numerical Simulations
In this section we present simulations to illustrate
tracking and identification of the spacecraft inertia
matrix. The two t racking maneuvers considered are
a simple spin about the intermediate principal axis
and a coning motion. The maneuver given by (40)
is used to identify the spacecraft inertia. The same
initial conditions are chosen for the three maneuvers.
The init ial angular velocity is fi = [0.4 0.2 - 0.1]T
rad/sec, the in i t i a l orientation of the spacecraft is
given by f = [-0.1 0.1 - 0.1]T, C = 0.9849, and the
initial value of the adaptive parameter <i in kg-m2 is
a = [22 18 13 1.6 1.0 1.3]T. The gains are chosen to
be A'i = 20/3x3, KI = 5/3x3 and Q = /6x6-
First we command the intermediate principal axis
of the spacecraft to point in a given inertial direction
and the spacecraft to perform a simple spin about
the intermediate principal axis. To do this, we as-
sume that the direction of the intermediate principal
axis is known wi th respect to G, and, without loss of
generality, we assume that the intermediate princi-
pal axis coincides with the YG axis of B. We assume
no knowledge of either the moments of inertia or the
directions of the other two principal axes.
The maneuver is performed using the control law
given by Theorem 1. In the body frame B, let
20 0 0.9
J = 0 17 0
0.9 0 15
so that y^ is the intermediate principal axis, let
v = [0 1 0]T rad/sec, let the in i t ia l orientation be
£ = [0 0 0]T and p = 1, and let the A', Y and Z axes
constitute the iner t ia l frame. Then the desired mo-
tion is a spin about the intermediate principal axis,
with the intermediate principal axis aligned with the
V axis of the ine r t i a l frame.
Applying the control law given by Theorem 1,
we observe from Figures 1 and 2 that tracking is
achieved. Figures 3 and 4 indicate that while Ji2
and J-23 are identif ied in accordance with Proposi-
tion 1, the remaining entries of the inertia matrix are
317





Figure 1: Relative angular velocity w = [u>[
F i g u r e 2: Relative Euler parameter £ = [?i t-> £3JT
not. Figure 5 shows that fii converges to 1 rad/sec
while fii and ^3 converge to 0 rad/sec. Thus the
spacecraft approaches a simple spin about its inter-
mediate axis.
Next we command the spacecraft to perform a
specified coning motion. We use 3 ,2 ,1 Euler13 an-
gles $, 9 and <£ to represent the precession mo-
tion of the desired frame T>. Let V"(0 = 0.3< rad,
6(t) = -0.27787T rad and <j>(t) = t rad. Then the de-
sired motion is a coning maneuver wi th a precession
rate of 0.3 rad/sec, a spin rate of 1 rad/sec and a




10 IS 2O 25 30 35 -«O 45 SO
Figure 3: Adaptive parameters a\t do and 6:3
to 15 20 2S 3O
Figure 4: Adapt ive parameters 04, ds and
Figure 5: Angular Velocity of B with respect to In-
ertial Q = [Qi Q2 n3]T
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Figure 6: Relative angular velocity w = [w, wa u,3]T Figure 7: Relative Euler parameter £ = [-( £, £;J]1
and the i n i t i a l values of the Euler parameters £ and
^ are computed from Ref. 11 using equation (24), p.
27, Table 2.1, p. 20 and equations (15) and (16), p.













The control ler given by Theorem 1 is used and it
is observed from Figures 6 and 7 that u> — 0 and
• — 0. However, note from Figures 8 and 9 that not
all components of a converge to a. Figure 5 shows
the motion of the X's axis of the spacecraft for a
period of 100 seconds. The plots indicate that the
desired coning motion is achieved.
To identify the inertia matrix, the maneuver
u ( t ) = [sin2 s in2i sin3i]T rad/sec described in
Section IV is chosen. The ini t ia l orientation of T) is
chosen to be £ = [0 0 0]T and /.i = 1, and the inertia
matrix is given by (41). Under the control law given
by (22) and (23) we observe from Figures 11 and
12 that w —» 0 and £ —» 0. Furthermore, Figures
13 and 14 indicate that a —<• a in accordance with
Proposition 2. It is noted from the numerical sim-
Figure 8: Adapt ive parameters QI , QT and 03
Figure 9: Adaptive parameters Q4, ds and
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0.2)
Figure 10: Motion of XB axis Figure 12: Relative Euler parameter £ = [si e? £3JT
35, .
200 2SO SO 100 1 SO 200 250 3OO 3 SO *OO -*SO SCO
Figure 11: Relative angular velocity u — „. .„ . . . - . . . , .Figure 13: Adaptive parameters oj , 03 and 03
ulations that tracking is achieved rapidly whereas
parameter identification takes much longer.
VI. Conclusions
An adaptive feedback control algorithm has been
developed to provide global tracking of commanded
spacecraft motion. The algorithm assumes no
knowledge of the inertia of the spacecraft and is
thus unconditionally robust with respect to this
parametric uncertainty. It was shown using a
!*
0 SO 10O ISO 2OO 2SO 3OO 3SO «OO 45O SOO
Figure 14: Adaptive parameters 6:4, 65 and QS
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Lyapunov argument that the at t i tude and angular
velocity tracking error converge to zero. Further-
more, the control algorithm was used to identify the
spacecraft inertia matrix. Numerical simulations
illustrate tracking and identification of the inertia
matrix.
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